Art exhibition illustrates the truth and beauty of Christ
Parables of the sower of the seeds, the good Samaritan, and the prodigal son provide themes

P

PCPC’s 2009 Arts Festival season was filled with splendid
blessings and treasures for the community to enjoy beginning with a tremendously encouraging presentation by
former National Endowment of the Arts Chairman Dana
Gioia on January 29. An internationally acclaimed poet,
Gioia laid out the season’s themes in such an articulate way
that one of the attendees commented he was “truly opened
to the idea that the arts could not only unite the church
in some ways, but also might unite the denominations in
Christ’s gospel truth.”

Fujimura delivered a challenging presentation to the crowd
based on the three themes of the festival: 1) Pursue stewardship of the culture rather than culture wars. He presented his concept through the parable of the sower and the
seeds and the need to prepare one’s own heart correctly. 2)
Pursue generosity in art—generosity actually springs from
the arts. He illustrated this point with the parable of the
good Samaritan and developed the sanctifying aspect of
grace. 3) Grace is given through the arts. Using the parable
of the prodigal son, Fujimura emphasized the necessity of
giving beauty as a gift with no expectation of return. Yet
Speaking of Christ’s universal concepts in His parables,
in the end, we are the artwork. Because we are Christians,
Gioia pointed out that some truths are so dark and terFujimura charged the artists to tap into their talents and
rible that they need the pleasure of artistry to be willingly
be a gift to their neighbors. The crowd that evening was
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the exquisite workmanship of thread-painted faces that
local juror Patricia Meadows. The two art professionals
captured emotions. Mrs. Joe’s eight months of hard work
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Arts Festival continued from p. 15
Theme One winner David Gappa
(non-PCPC member), wrote to PCPC
following the exhibit, “Pete, Lawan,
and the entire PCPC staff, I just wanted
to take this time to express my deepest
gratitude for what you and your organization are doing. You have succeeded in
fostering an environment for artists to
engage themselves aesthetically within
their faith. You have provided an outlet
for artisans to tap into the true origins of
where our talents began, and allowed us
a venue with which to focus our imagery.
Focus is the key word here. All too often,
‘artists’ generate images and/or sculptures
that seek out impacts inspired by anger,
hate, anguish, lust, etc. Artisans, over the
past several decades, have had a disconnect
with drawing inspiration from the Creator
Himself. As far as I am concerned, the true
and only catalyst for who I am and what
I create can only be harvested from our
Creator Himself. My involvement with
the PCPC exhibitions has helped guide me
toward finding my voice as an artist, and
for this, I am truly grateful.”
After being the jurors’ choice as the
Theme Two winner, Judy Franklin, a
PCPC member, was the topic of a column written by her art teacher at the
Creative Arts Center, Katrina Doran,
in the Texas Visual Artists newsletter.
She said in part:
”Truth and Beauty, as it is revealed in
nature and the Bible are what inspire
Judy Franklin. Her travels to Italy, Israel,
Japan and Spain have had an impact on
her creative self-expression. Judy describes
herself as a wife, mom, grandmom, artist,
musician, and follower of Jesus Christ... I
asked Judy Franklin what she would say to
others about entering art shows, and she
responded by saying, ‘By all means do it. I
was thrilled just to be accepted. Winning
was a real surprise and wonderful affirmation. My friends and family have been
excited for me and give me lots of encouragement.’”
Theme Three winner Ruth Eshbaugh
says of ”The Embrace”: ”The figures
form a triangle as the two embrace. The
Trinity is pictured; the Father, the Son and
the relationship between the two depicted
as an embrace representing the Spirit of
God.”
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time to mature. But with continued
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Now that is art.
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”It wasn’t enough that I won the award,
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